c* A treasure ? A fine treasure to slave over 1 No more
than a little piece of dirt! " said Rainer. <e It is a pleasure
to meet you, my dear colleague. Are you also studying
medicine? One has to slave away most disgracefully,
doesn't one ? 'And in the end one brings home a small
pill made of dirt. We have a great deal in common, my
dear colleague."
"You? You're not in the least alike ! You're no pill-
monger ; but I, perhaps I am a dung-beetle, in my dirty
laboratory—and I get there with my balls of dirt, you
know, by sheer obstinacy. But you I "
" Well, what am I, if I haven't even as much character
as a dung-beetle ? "
" You ? Just a Firilei! Or a cricket who sits in his
hollow and makes music, and chirps his heart away wheo
he really ought to be getting down to his exam,"
** Helene 1 It's unkind of you to start off on that to-
day, just when we are alone like this in the woods, and
when I am so happy, so drunk with happiness—happier
than I have ever been before. Yes, do you hear, never,
never before have I been so happy and felt so strong as I
do now, with you helping me. I shall take my exam this
session. I have promised to, and I shall keep my word.
I have written to my father, Helene, and told him every-
thing, and told him that medicine and I do not hit it off.
I will take the exam, that much I will do, so that he may
see that I am willing—but after that I shall change my
profession. I must devote myself to music—nothing
can stop me. There I may yet become somebody. Like
this I shall perish."
** One does not perish so easily as all that, Rainer."
** Yes, oh I yes I One does perish. I can't explain it
to you exactly. Listen—I am neither a giant nor a hero—
even when I was a, boy I was never in mischief, I was
always a dreamer. Watch people on Sundays, when the
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